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March 23,2021

The Honorable Gina Raimondo 
Secretary

, U,S. Department of Commerce 
1401 Constitution Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20230

Re: Atlantic Herring Fishery Disaster Request

Dear Secretary Raimondo,

The Atlantic herring fishery is in decline, and New Jersey’s commercial industry has 
experienced a significant reduction in landings and revenue. Specifically, landings in 2019 
declined nearly 75.0% compared to the previous five-year average, while dockside value declined 
by almost 71.6% over the same time;period. The Atlantic; States Marine Fisheries Commission’s 
(ASblFC) most recent benchmaik stock assessment from 2018 deteimmed that recruitment and 
spawning, stock biomass were diminished throughput all Atiantic hen-ing management areas. 
Following with other Atlantic' toast states requesting assistance, the State of New Jersey formally 
requests a positive determination of a fishery feso.urce disaster and subsequent commercial fishery 
failurd in the Atlantic herring fishery under Section 312(A) of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act, The sudden, unexpected decline in herring abiindahce and 
reduced access to the resource duedo reduced quotas meet the . definition of a. resource disaster* 
while the steep reductions in revenue and other economic hardships asspciated with reduced quotas 
are' consistent with the definition of a commercial fishery failure.

The Atlantic herring fishery is .an important part of New Jersey’s commercial fishing 
industry. NJ has been a significant participanfin the Atlantic herring fishery since the 1950s, and 
the fishery supports several major ihdustnes, including bait markets for lobster, blue crab, and 
other important fisheries, as well as Human ednsumption. Further, bur landings data indicate that 
Atlantic mackerel are caught and landed on approximately 25 percent of all NJ trips that land 
Atlantic herring. Quota reductions in the herring fisheiy have directly impacted these vessels’ 
ability to harvest mackerel, further exacerbating financial impacts these vessels face. It is clearly 
evident that the precipitous declines in herring harvest in recent years have caused turmoil for the 
fishery participants, as well as the industries the fishery supports.
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c
Landings, price, and ex-vessel value of New Jersey’s commercial Atlantic herring fishery, 
2014-2019.

NJ vessels landing in MA . All NJ vesselsNi vessels landing in NJ

Price/lb Ex-vessel value Pounds Ex-vessel valuePrice/lb Ex-vessel valuePounds PoundsYear

20,024,076 $2,523,278.40
17,071,355 $1,889,994.41
24,492,170 $3,334,841.36
10,176,157 $2,225,912.54
9,394,497 $1,100,451.28
4,066,544 $649,001.75

4,087,489 $0.15 $615,302.99
3,428,014 $0.09 $308,174.55
2,798,346 $0.10 $291,970.59
3,352,648 $0.14 $481,618.92
3,373,963 $0.10 $353,500.43
3,892,647 $0,15 $589,090.10

15,936,587 $0.12 $1,907,975.41
13,643,341 $0.12 $1,581,819.86
21,693,824 $0.14 $3,042,870.77
6,823,509 $0.26 $1,744,293.62

$0.12 $746,950.85
$0.34 $59,911.65

2014
2015
2016
2017

6,020,534
173,897

2018
2019

16,231,651 $2,214,895.60
70.70%

Avg 2014-2018 
2019 reduction 74.95%

The table above highlights the decline in harvest and revenue experienced by NJ vessels 
participating in the Atlantic herring fishery. Many New Jersey vessels fish in Federal and State 
waters of Atlantic herring Management Area 2 near New Jersey, and while NJ landings by NJ 
vessels has remained relatively stable, the majority of landings by NJ vessels come from northern 
Atlantic hening management areas and are landed in Massachusetts. These New Jersey vessels 
contribute an average of 20 percent of Massachusetts total harvest in most years, and the decline 
in these landings has been dramatic and severely impacts New Jersey’s fishing industry.

If a fishery failure is detennined and relief funds are made available by Congress, New 
Jersey will work with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to ensure appropriate compensation 
for the vessels participating in the MA fishery. Within NJ, relief ftmds may be allocated to a 
number of initiatives, including but not limited to, direct payments to individual participants 
proportional to verified loss, seafood marketing campaigns, industiy outreach and education, and 
cooperative research in fishery or management strategies that promote sustainability and 
resilience. Specific allocation to these or other initiatives will be dependent on funding availability.

Thank you for your consideration of this request, and please feel free to contact us with 
any questions. We look forward to your decision. Any assistance provided Will be crucial to 
ensure the future of New Jersey’s commercial fishery for Atlantic herring.

PhilipT). Murph; 
Governor


